The flood stops here

n

Forget the sandbags.

Every time

n
n

Use DoorDam instead—a flood
barrier that creates a watertight seal
around nearly any door. Lightweight
and easy to use, DoorDam seals off
entry doors, loading docks, garage
bays and other wall openings. Proven
technology from a worldwide leader
in flood barriers and protective doors.
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DoorDam contains
all the advantages a
flood barrier should
have—and then some:

n

Watertight design. With a steel
frame and neoprene seal, the
DoorDam system cranks wide to
create a leak-proof compression
seal around the entryway.
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Versatile design. At 26 inches
high, DoorDam comes in three
lengths—three, six and eight feet—
for maximum versatility. Sealing
wider openings is easy: simply
attach several DoorDams together
with removable mullions.

Tight Light Easy to deploy
n
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Easy to use. DoorDam takes less than
three minutes to deploy. Just lift the system,
drop it into the side rails, center the door
and crank with the familiar carjack-type
system. Absolutely no tools required.
Light weight. So light—just 45 pounds
for a three-foot door—that one person can
install DoorDam. (Order our optional dolly
to roll out heavier systems.)
Out-of-the-way storage. DoorDam hangs
conveniently on walls or ceilings when
not in use.
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Most important of all, DoorDam works. The proof is in the company behind it: an
industry leader with 50 years’ expertise in engineered flood protection systems.
During that time, we have engineered and installed doors for hundreds of the
world’s most exacting customers—Fortune 100s, major hospitals, nuclear power
plants, five-star resorts and big-box retailers, to name a few. In the process, our
products have received the highest-level quality assurance classifications.

Technology that’s proved its mettle

n
n
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All of that engineering expertise has
gone into DoorDam. The result: you can
be confident that your property will stay
dry when floods reach your doorstep.

DoorDam
ADJUSTABLE FLOOD BARRIER
™

Your property is too
precious to leave to
sandbags. So make it
truly secure from flooding.
Call 866-DOOR-DAM
(866-366-7326) to
find out more.

Chart with specs?

Keep out the floods Stay Dry
n

n

DoorDam
ADJUSTABLE FLOOD BARRIER
™

32 Nelson Hill Road
P.O. Box 200, Wassaic, NY 12592
www.doordam.com

DoorDam is a flood
barrier that is:
n Watertight.
n Versatile.
n Easy to use.
n Light weight.
n Out-of-the-way
storage.
n More?

The flood stops here
Call 866-DOOR-DAM
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